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Abstract: Forest fires are burning areas of forest or land in large or small areas. Forest fires are often uncontrollable and when this happens, the fire will burn anything nearby for two reasons, one of which is burning naturally or burning caused by humans. One of the man-made fires deliberate by humans is the burning used by the community around the forest to open or clear agricultural or plantation land. The community feels that clearing land with fire does not require a long time and is more economical, if the use of fire is not used properly it can cause the forest to burn. Forest fires in Riau area are still classified as minimal or fires rarely occur. However, the community is at least aware of the forest fires in Riau due to a lack of media information about where the fire hotspots occurred. With this application, it can help the public to better know where the hotspots have been burned. This application consists of 2 levels of access, namely: admin and user. For admins and users, the manufacturing process uses the Android Studio application with Java as the programming language, this application uses Firebase as its database to find out the location of fire hotspots using the Google Maps API. Testing on the application is created to test whether the application has run as desired. Test results using white box testing method.

Index Terms: Monitoring, Fire, Android, Firebase, Google Maps.

1. Introduction

Forest fires are the burning of forest areas or land, both in large and small areas. Forest fires are often out of control, if this happens, forest fires will burn whatever is in the vicinity and spread to the wind. There are two causes of fires occur, namely natural fires and fires caused by humans. One of the human-caused fires is the burning of communities around the forest to reclaim or clear agricultural land or artificial forests. The community believes that the use of fire to clear land will not take long and is more economical, if a fire is not used properly it can cause forest fires. In recent years, many cases of forest fires have been reported, and we see them in various media or our daily lives, including electronic media and newspaper media [1]. These fires can occur anywhere, whether they occur in buildings, residential areas, shopping centers, or forests. The causes of these fires are very diverse, for example, people who accidentally throw cigarette butts or intentionally burn forests can cause widespread fires. Many losses are experienced by the community due to a lack of awareness of the dangers of fire. Losses due to fire accidents are thick smoke and even death due to fire. One way to monitor or monitor forest fires is by using a GIS application [2]. GIS (Geographic Information System) is a computer-based information system that is used to process and store geographic data or information. GIS can be used to identify disaster-prone areas, especially forest fires. Forest fires in the Riau area are prone to fires or frequent fires. However, the community is minimally aware of the existence of forest fires in the vicinity because of the lack of information media about where the hotspots of forest fires occur. This application, it can help the people of Samboja to better know where the location of the forest fire occurred. GIS (Geographic Information System) is a computer-based information system that is used to process and store geographic data or information. GIS can be used to identify disaster-prone areas, especially forest fires. Forest fires in the Riau area are prone to fires or frequent fires. However, the community is minimally aware of the existence of forest fires in the vicinity because of the lack of information media about where the hotspots of forest fires occur. This application, it can help the people of Samboja to better know where the location of the forest fire occurred. One of the human-caused fires is the burning of communities around the forest to reclaim or clear agricultural land or artificial forests. The community believes that the use of fire to clear land will not take long and is more economical.
2. Literature Review

2.1 Android

Android is a Linux-based operating system for mobile phones (such as smartphones and tablets). Android provides an open platform for developers to create their applications for diaries used by various mobile devices. Initially, Google Inc. acquired Android Inc. Then developed Android and founded Open Mobile Alliance, which consists of 34 hardware, software, and telecommunications companies [3]. There are two publishers for the Android operating system. The former is fully supported by Google or Google Mail Services (GMS), the second is completely freely distributed without support directly from Google, called Open Handset Distribution (OHD). Features on Android include:

a) One kind. The application framework allows recycling and replacement of components.

b) An integrated browser based on the open-source WebKit engine, which is also used in iPhone and Nokia S60v3.

c) Phone design. This platform can adapt to the needs of the VGA graphics library (Video Graphics Adapter), larger 2D and 3D based on the OpenGL ES 1.0 and specifications traditional smartphone layout.

d) Multi touch. Android has built-in support for multi-touch and the latest phones (like HTC Hero) provides multi-touch.

e) Additional hardware support. Android supports the use of cameras, touch screens, GPS (Global Positioning System), speedometer, magnetometer, 2D bit acceleration (with hardware orientation, zoom, pixel format conversion) and 3D graphics acceleration [4].

2.2 System Design

2.2.1 GIS (Geographic Information System)

ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute) defines GIS as a collection of organized hardware, software, geographic data, and computer personnel, which can be effectively designed to acquire, store, update, operate, analyze, and display various forms of personnel geographic reference information. GIS is a system for processing geographic information. Based on technology and information, GIS can be divided into three applications, namely desktop-based GIS (Desktop GIS), web-based GIS (Web GIS). GIS) and mobile-based GIS (Mobile GIS) where the three are interconnected [5]. Mobile GIS is integration between mobile device technology, Global Positioning System (GPS) and wireless communications used to access GIS Internet. Combination of This technology enables mobile GIS to accurately capture, store, update, manipulate, analyze, and display geographic information. By In this way, technology can also create databases that can be directly accessed by field personnel anytime and anywhere. The system can add real-time information to the database and the application is based on the speed of access, display, and decision making. Mobile GIS defined as the integration of hardware and software practices to access data and geospatial services via mobile devices via wired or wireless networks [6]. GIS can be presented in the form of desktop applications or Android-based applications. GIS can also explain an event, make forecasts of events, and other strategic planning and can help analyze common problems such as economic problems, population, social governance, defense, and tourism [7]. Using geographic information systems to perform accurate mapping, where The Geographic Information System in this monitoring system can determine coordinate points automatically quickly and precisely which will later be stored in the database making it easier to mapping of fire points in the Samboja area.

2.2.2 Databases

A database is a container or a gathering place for tables with attributes and data. Tables in databases are interrelated to form the information required by the user. Information display processed using applications or computer programs [8]. Using geographic information systems to perform accurate mapping, where the Geographic Information System in this monitoring system can determine the coordinate points quickly and precisely which will later be stored in the database so that making it easier to map fire points in the Samboja area [9].
2.2.4 Databases

A database is a container or a gathering place for tables with attributes and data. Tables in databases are interrelated to form the information required by the user. Information display processed using applications or computer programs [8]. Using geographic information systems to perform accurate mapping, where the Geographic Information System in this monitoring system can determine the coordinate points quickly and precisely which will later be stored in the database so that making it easier to map fire points in the Samboja area [9].

2.2.5 Google maps API

An API or application programming interface is a document that contains interfaces, functions, class, structure, etc. Used to build software, using APIs, programmers can more easily "disassemble" software so that it can be developed or integrated with other software. API can connect an application with other applications that allow them to use system functions [10]. This process managed by the operating system, the advantage of this API is that it allows applications to associate and interact with other applications. Programming language used Google Maps consists of HTML, Javascript, AJAX, and XML which can display Google Maps on other sites [11]. Google also provides Google Maps API services, and developers can integrate Google Maps into their website by adding their data points alone. By using the Google Maps API, Google Maps can be displayed on websites external. In this application, each point will be mapped on a digital map via the Google Map API. The design of the GIS architecture for this monitoring can be seen in the following Fig 1.

![Google Map API System Architecture](image)

2.3 Firebase

A Firebase database is a non-SQL database store that can be used to store various types of data. These data types include String, Long, and Boolean. Data in database Firebase is stored as a JSON tree object. After adding data, this will be a node in the JSON structure. Nodes are nodes that contain data and can have branches in the form of nodes containing data. The process of entering data into the Firebase database is called "pushing." Besides Firebase database, Firebase also provides several other services that are also used in the development of this application. This service includes Firebase authentication, storage, and messaging cloud [12]. Firebase is a platform for real-time applications. When the data changes, the apps that connect to Firebase will update it directly through every device on the website or mobile devices [13]. This forest fire monitoring application uses Firebase as a tool database to store data. This Firebase database has 2 tables, namely admin and user can be seen in the following tabel 1 and tabel 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>email</td>
<td>E-Mail Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>password</td>
<td>Password Administrator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Methodology

The methodology steps are as follows:

a. Planning Stage. This stage is the preparation of several plans for research activities as a whole and solutions used to solve problems.

b. Identification Stage. This stage analyzes the resource requirements needed to solve the problem, including what needs are needed in research, including hardware and software.

c. Design Stage. The application design stage uses architectural design and interface design.

d. Beta Application Development Stage After knowing what parts have been determined to be made, at this stage Applications are made using existing designs.

e. Testing Stage. After the program has been written, the application is ready to run, this stage includes testing an application that includes the compatibility between the design and the expected system capabilities with the implementation and capabilities of the resulting system.

f. Application Development Stage. We have tested this development stage and then see what the shortcomings of the application are.

g. Implementation. This stage is a form of the application of a forest fire monitoring system based on android to be made, where this is the most decisive stage the success of making an Android-based forest fire monitoring system application that has been previously designed. The design of the methodology can be seen in the following Fig 2.

![Methodology Diagram](image)

Fig 2. Methodology

4. Result and Discussion

4.1 Flowchart

At this stage is the creation of a Flowchart of the system from the Fire Monitoring application Forest after completion of the design and planning stages. Analyzing the needs and the system will be used in the process of making the Forest Fire Monitoring application continuously detailed, besides that it can also provide an overview of what information can be obtained generated by the designed system. For more details, it will be explained later each flow of the system flowchart running on the system. This part of the flowchart describes the system flow of the Android-Based Forest Fire Monitoring Application. The design of the admin and user flowchart can be seen in the following Fig 3 and Fig 4.
Fig 3. Admin Flowchart

Fig 4. User Flowchart
4.2 Use Case Diagram System

There are 2 levels of access, namely: Admin and User, each has its role. In access level users can register an account first to be able to use the application, at the admin access level, the administrator can manage data from users such as see the location area that has been inputted by the user, at the access level, complete the demo of the hotspots, what have you done processed or extinguished. The design of use case can be seen on Fig 5.

![Use Case Diagram](image)

Fig 5. Use Case Diagram

4.3 Application Interface

The Admin Login functions so that administrators can enter the system. The design can be seen on 6 (a). Here when a user wants to use the app but doesn't have an account yet, they can register and fill in the available data. The design can be seen on 6 (b). When the user wants to use the application, he must first log in using an account that has been registered they register, the design can be seen on Fig 6 (c).

![Application Interface](image)

Fig 6. Admin Login (a), user registration (b), and user login (c)
4.4 Application Implementation

The following is the implementation of the Android-Based Forest Fire Monitoring System.

a. After logging in, the admin will move to the Home page of the system admin 7 (a).
b. The user's home display, where there are hotspots, profiles, input fire points, and Info 7 (b).

The design of display home and home user can be seen on Fig 7.

![Display Admin Home (a) and User Home (b)](image)

The design of Fire point input and Fire point location can be seen on Fig 8.

a. Input Hotspots here, if the user sees a fire, they can input the hotspots after do registration. There are several inputs such as date, time, phone number, cause fire, fire location 8 (a)
b. Hotspots here see the hotspot location area entered by the user 8 (b)

![Fire point input (a) and Fire point location (b)](image)

4.5 Testing

Testing on applications that have been made to test whether the application is running properly with the desired. The test results using the white box testing method can be found in the following table. The testing table can be seen on table 3.
Table 3. The Result for Android Based Forest Fire monitoring application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Admin</td>
<td>Enter email and password admin</td>
<td>Admin start page</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing fire list data</td>
<td>See the location data input from the user</td>
<td>Location visible</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing fire list data</td>
<td>Turn off</td>
<td>Blue fire location sign (process blackout)</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing fire list data</td>
<td>Finish</td>
<td>Green fire location sign (fire extinguished)</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing fire list data</td>
<td>Delete fire data</td>
<td>Data deleted from database</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test button function go out</td>
<td></td>
<td>Move to Login page Admin</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing User Apps</td>
<td>Register and login into the application</td>
<td>Get an account and move to home user</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing the Register menu function on the login page user</td>
<td>Enter full name, note, email, password</td>
<td>User registration is stored in database</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing the Forgot Password menu function on the login page</td>
<td>Enter email</td>
<td>Send a message to email user in the form of a link</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing the function of the hotspot input button</td>
<td>Input date, time, note, cause of fire, location</td>
<td>Submit fire data</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing the dot menu function fire</td>
<td>View location area input fire from user</td>
<td>Location visible</td>
<td>succeed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

This forest fire monitoring system is designed using a simple design so that can be understood. In the display of this forest fire monitoring system, there must be registered so that people can register and can use the system, must use email valid. After the account is successfully registered, if there is a forest fire in the area, you can enter the data that is already available, and the data automatically issues a notification to admins. And the data will be followed up by the admin before being displayed This Forest Fire Monitoring System was created using Android Studio as application manufacture, where the programming language uses the Java language. For storage database using Firebase, as data admin before being available, and the data automatically issues a notification to admins. And the data will be followed up by the email val
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